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Tkinter GUI Application Development BlueprintsPackt Publishing, 2015

	Master GUI programming in Tkinter as you design, implement, and deliver ten real-world applications from start to finish


	About This Book

	
		Conceptualize and build state-of-art GUI applications with Tkinter
	
		Tackle the complexity of just about any size GUI application with a structured and...
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Spark for Python DevelopersPackt Publishing, 2015

	Key Features

	
		Set up real-time streaming and batch data intensive infrastructure using Spark and Python
	
		Deliver insightful visualizations in a web app using Spark (PySpark)
	
		Inject live data using Spark Streaming with real-time events



	Book Description


	Looking...
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Introductory Chemistry: An Atoms First ApproachMcGraw-Hill, 2016

	From its very origin, Introductory Chemistry: An Atoms First Approach by Julia Burdge and Michelle Driessen has been developed and written using an atomsâ€�first approach specific to introductory chemistry. It is not a pared down version of a general chemistry text, but carefully crafted with the introductoryâ€�chemistry student...
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An Introduction to Programming in GoCreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2012

	This book is a short, concise introduction to computer programming using the language Go. Designed by Google, Go is a general purpose programming language with modern features, clean syntax and a robust well-documented common library, making it an ideal language to learn as your first programming language....
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Building Chatbots with Python: Using Natural Language Processing and Machine LearningApress, 2018

	
		Build your own chatbot using Python and open source tools. This book begins with an introduction to chatbots where you will gain vital information on their architecture. You will then dive straight into natural language processing with the natural language toolkit (NLTK) for building a custom language processing platform for your...
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Documenting Software Architectures: Views and BeyondAddison Wesley, 2002
"This book is of immense value. It should save you months of  trials and errors, lots of undeserved hassle, and many costly mistakes that  could potentially jeopardize the whole endeavor. It will become an important  reference on the shelf of the software architect."—From the Foreword by Philippe  Kruchten,...
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C++ Programming for the Absolute Beginner (For the Absolute Beginner)Course Technology PTR, 2002
No experience required to Learn C++ Programming

If you are new to programming with C++ and are looking for a solid  introduction, this is the reference for you. Developed by computer science  professors, books in the for the Absolute Beginner series teach the  principles of programming though simple game creating. You will...
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VBScript in a Nutshell, 2nd EditionO'Reilly, 2003
Lightweight yet powerful, VBScript from Microsoft® is used in four main areas: server-side web applications using Active Server Pages (ASP), client-side web scripts using Internet Explorer, code behind Outlook forms, and automating repetitive tasks using Windows Script Host (WSH). VBScript in a Nutshell, Second...
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Professional Ajax (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2006
Combining tried-and-true CSS, XML, and JavaScript™ technologies, Ajax provides web developers with the ability to create more sophisticated and responsive user interfaces and break free from the "click-and-wait" standard that has dominated the web since its introduction.
    This book discusses the range of request brokers...
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A Tester's Guide to .NET ProgrammingApress, 2006
Today’s software testing environment has changed. A common trend we are seeing these days is
advertisements for software developers and testers that look virtually the same. Today, companies
all seem to require software test professionals with in-depth knowledge of programming languages
and with significant database skills....
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Hybrid Architectures for Intelligent SystemsCRC Press, 1992
The interaction between Fuzzy Set theory and Neural Network theory is  multi-faceted and occurs at many different levels. The connection between these  two concepts occurs both in the framework of real and artificial neural systems.  

The brain is not just a collection of neurons grouped together at some part  of the animal’s body,...
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Software Test Automation (ACM Press)Addison Wesley, 1999
You can't just buy an automated testing tool and expect to improve your organization's testing process without some real effort, at least that is what the authors of Software Test Automation argue. Written for any test manager or engineer, this practical-minded guide shows the right way to automate testing to bring down costs and improve...
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